Nursing students' learning dynamics with clinical information and communication technology: A constructive grounded theory approach.
The learning of nursing students can be facilitated through direct and/or indirect experiences of using clinical information and communication technology during clinical placements. However, nursing students experience difficulties in using technology for learning. Despite the difficulties, nursing students' learning dynamics with technology in real clinical contexts is poorly understood. To develop a theoretical model by identifying nursing students' learning dynamics with clinical information and communication technology and the factors influencing the dynamics. A constructivist grounded theory approach was employed in order to develop the theoretical model. This research was conducted by recruiting nursing students from four universities in Seoul, South Korea. Sixteen fourth year nursing students were recruited by purposive sampling. This research collected qualitative interview data in up to four rounds of interviews using open-ended and semi-structured interview questions. A total of 23 interviews were conducted. The data were transcribed verbatim. All interview data were analysed using three coding methods; initial, focused, and theoretical coding. NVivo 11 was used for data management. This research developed a theoretical model of nursing students' learning dynamics with clinical information and communication technology. The model explains three dynamics that influence nursing students' use of clinical information and communication technology (interpersonal, organisational and emotional dynamics) and the students' responses regarding the dynamics for learning in clinical contexts. Nursing educators can use the theoretical model to understand how best to support nursing students in navigating their clinical environments to build competency in using clinical information and communication technology.